The Res Life intern came to ask us questions about events in the res halls.

**NRHH Update**
OTMS for April are due in a couple days, so write them!!! NRHH is getting shirts (designed by yours truly)

**Budgetary Update**
Residence Hall Support- $1074.25
RHA Sponsored- $100
Other RHA Programming- $935- There is also a $1000 roll over from last term

Name of the Organization: RHA ELRs
Name of the Event: RHA Casino Night
Total Cost: $1000
Amount Requested from RHA: $1000
Date of Event: May 22nd from 7-9pm in the LLC Performance Hall.
Budget Line: Other RHA Programs
  • This has to be tabled for a week
  • There are concerns about the cost of going through catering is really high
  • LLC RHA rep brought up that we should look into buying fancy tablecloths and serving utensils, etc.
  • Bean west staff rep brought up that we should try and keep a positive relationship with catering and that this event might help keep that relationship up!

**TV Proposal Update**
We’re ordering TVs! It’s going to take a while (imagine being the Costco worker who gets the call for a bulk order of 25 TVs)

**Door Policy**
Want to unlock the doors in Bean, it’s been a process. We’ve talked to the communities and staffs and Bean, and they’ve been very receptive to the idea. They’re currently called fire doors, but they’re not actually fire doors. There are some concerns by facilities that they do serve a fire prevention
purpose. There are also concerns that have been brought up by female identifying halls who fear walking to the showers if there are so many people, so we want to do this proposal now so that placement could keep it in mind. We want this to be implemented for next year for all of the time. We’re hoping that the doors will have the ability to be locked by the student staff pathway key if the need arises. This has to be tabled, so bring it up with your hall gov.

**Constitutional Edits**

Note that these version of the constitutional edits are up on the RHA website under the meeting minutes section under the governing docs tag.

**Constitution**

- We edited our beginning statement to be super inclusive
- There were also minor grammatical and spelling changes
- Other sections are edited to be in line with other sections of the governing docs and previous constitutional changes.

**Finance committee changes**

- The finance committee would be the only body that could amend the funding slate, and general council would only be able to approve or deny it in its entirety.
- Also there’s an edit that would allow there to be emergency finance meetings to the ADCs discretion.
- Concerns were raised about this change increasing the difficulties for presenters/requestors

**Publicity Guidelines**

- We edited the section about the RHA banner (which incidentally was stolen last year) to be changed it so that RHA could make publicity sanctions and stipulations as needed.
- Anyone can make publicity stipulations.

**Bylaws**

- Added section about using the most recent rules of Roberts Rules of Order
- Other grammatical changes as necessary
- We also changed the pronouns to be “their” forms rather than he or she
• Once again we also changed it so that the bylaws would be in line with current practices
• We changed it so that the NCC would be the one running the appointment process unless the NCC is the one who is being appointed, then the responsibility would fall to the president. If both the NCC and the President are resigning, then the advisor would run the appointment process

Addendum
• Got rid of section one because it was super redundant and the info was in other places too.
• Lined up the staff rep position to be more in line with how the position actually is, so staff members don’t actually have to go to hall gov now
• We also did more grammatical and clarity changes
• We also changed it so that if an exec member behaves badly and breaks the agreement they signed in housing, they must follow Housing’s disciplinary stipulations
• Also changed it so that RHA’s president will be present at the Housing advisory board.
• Changed a section so that the LR would coordinate hall gov elections and serve as a hall gov elections point person
• We also got rid of stuff in the LR position that would mandate in which terms leadership events would be held.
• Another change was not mandating hall points for the ADC, but making the ADC responsible for inter-hall competitions, or other incentive programs
• We clarified that the VP of hall gov would take over the president’s position in the event they resign until a formal election can take place.
• There’s a section saying that impeachments must occur at regular meeting times
• We also changed what it means to have quorum per hall gov (these are on the website, if you care check it out it’s section 5, subsection B of the Addendum)
Hall Gov. Updates

• GSH- No more neon dance ☺ Planning a BBQ, yoga event, and staff appreciation
• Carson- working on getting a petting zoo. Doing the Carson rave (CRAVE) it’s the night of the block party from 12-2!
• Walton North- nothing!
• Walton South- having a kickball event next week, having a luau on May 25, and a pie your RA for the block party
• Ham West had their hall Olympic even
• Ham East- having their hall Olympic even tomorrow @5:30 on the humpy lumpy lawn. They’re also holding another laser tag event
• Barnhart- working on their hall Olympics event, the Barnhart mile Friday at 5, and the millrace clean up is coming up with pizza and capri suns
• Riley- pancake breakfast is this Sunday from 11-2, sign up for the Millrace clean up at your service center!!!
• LLC- Block party, wheeeeeee

Exec Updates

• Natasha- Glowing Karaoke is May 8th from 8-11pm in the LLC Performance Hall. Come sing, eat snacks, and win some prizes!
• Sierra- I have been preparing our delegates for NACURH 2014 conference which is coming up in 29 days. At this conference delegates are able to attend programing session to see what others schools are doing as that could implemented on our campus. It also allows delegates to represent Halls and what we stand for. I will be changing my office hours next week from Monday 12:30-1:30 to extend my office hours on Wednesday which will be 11:45 to 1:45pm. this change is only for week 6 due to exam conflicts.
• Kelly- On your seat you have a pamphlet about new sexual assault policies and services at the University. They have worked really hard to create a 24 hr. hotline, which is a great service to students. Share the information with your hall mates, friends, whoever. I have been working on Constitution edits, as you can tell. Also, James and I met up and talked about the transition process. I am trying to coordinate Exec Meetings with 10 people, which is always
a great time. I have received an email from ASUO about being on a committee to select members of another committee, so that shall be interesting.

- Josh- Hall Olympics are happening THIS WEEK! So that should be great! The Spring Leadership Conference is happening May 17 at 1PM in the LLC Performance Hall! Sign up on the RHA website if you're interested in attending and hearing about other opportunities!
- Tika- Allocation discussion is next week, also RHA is getting clear plastic tumblers! TUMBLERS FOR YUMMY COLD DRINKS AW YEEEEEEEEEAAAAAAAAHHH. Also, your song of the week is, “Have You Ever Seen the Rain” by Credence Clearwater Revival.

Open Forum
- LLC moved to suspend the constitution so they could make a funding request during open forum
- The vote passed to suspend the constitution with a 19-0-1
- LLC is asking for $750 to go toward decorations, refreshments, and programming.
- They’re talking to dining to have a meal of the day at a subsidized item.